Introduction
The behaviour analysis of animals housed in livestock buildings may contribute to predict the outbreaks of major diseases (e.g., bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE), foot and mouth disease (FMD), and swine fever [Corkery 2007 ]), as well as animal discomfort due to external factors (e.g., management system, microclimatic conditions inside the building, housing layout, and building materials).
Concerning dairy cows, daily life in free-stall barns includes the following activities: lying down in stalls, eating, drinking, standing, and walking along the alleys. The analysis and assessment of such behaviours could be carried out by means of suitable indices which could be computed by adopting automated methods such as three-dimensional accelerometers, embedded sensor technology, and automatic local position systems [Müller 2003; Mattachini 2011] .
The automatic analysis of digital images from video recordings represents an effective alternative to traditional techniques used to study dairy cow behaviour (e.g., completing on-site survey reports, completing survey reports by visual analysis of video recordings taken in the barn [Carreira 2009; Provolo 2009] , and analyzing data collected by sensors placed on the animal body or inside it). It is comparatively inexpensive, non invasive for animals and, when real-time classification algorithms are used, it makes it possible to store the results of the elaborations relative to long observation periods, avoiding the onerous storage process of video recordings [Cangar 2008 ].
When the images of the observed animals are not enough in contrast with the background, the methodologies developed in several studies [Shao 1998; Cangar 2008; Shao 2008] generally require the application of a number of image pre-processing steps to segment out the animal features in the frame.
To overcome these problems, this research, that is still in progress, aims at assessing the application of an image analysis algorithm to detect dairy cows housed in a free-stall barn with open sides in order to perform the analysis of their behaviours (e.g., eating, standing, walking, and lying). The detection model developed in this study was based on the algorithm of Paul Viola and Michael Jones [2001; 2004] , which was originally implemented for human face detection. The algorithm does not work directly on the pixels of the image to be processed, but on Haar-like feature values. To compute these feature values very rapidly, Viola and Jones used integral images, obtained by means of a few operations carried out on the pixels of the images to be processed. The overall form of the detection process is a 'cascade' of strong classifiers (stages), each of them generated by using the Adaboost algorithm [Freund 1995] . From literature, it results that the robustness of this algorithm could provide accurate classifications also when significant brightness and background variations occur in the sequence of the analyzed images. Furthermore, since this algorithm is suitable for realtime elaborations, it would avoid the onerousness of video-recording storage.
This paper shows the preliminary results of the implementation of the above mentioned image analysis algorithm for the detection of dairy cow presence at the feed barrier. In this work, as in previous studies [De Vries 2003; Wilson 2005] , this kind of behaviour is operationally defined as "feeding behaviour". The scenes for the training, the testing and the validation of the classifier were extracted from the video recordings of a video camera placed above the feeding area providing the plan view of a region of the feeding alley. Plan views of the observed animals have been used in several experimental trials in order to develop real-time monitoring systems [Shao 1998; Cangar 2008] . Plan views of the cows make it possible to dis-tinguish each cow, as well as to analyze its body shape which completely changes in relation to cow behaviour. The results discussed in this paper are referred only to the video recordings obtained by the considered camera.
Materials and methods

The barn and the sample of observed cows
The research has been carried out in a cubicle freestall barn for dairy cows equipped with innovative devices for microclimate control used to improve the thermal comfort of the cows.
With regards to the layout, the barn had a row of 64 head-to-head free-stalls (cubicles) with sand as bedding, bounded on the North by the feeding alley and on the South by the service alley.
In the alleys there was presence of slurry accumulation as the cleaning was not automated but it was carried out 1-2 times a day by a scraper. As a consequence, sunlight reflection on wet floors occurs. High floor brightness was observed on the service alley along the southern open side and the resting area.
Within the barn an area was selected where a group of 15 dairy cows was housed. Within this area, two functional units have been observed by means of a video recording system constituted by 10 cameras: the feeding area, which was a rectangular area of about 16.55 m × 3.50 m, and the resting area, which was a rectangular area of about 10.4 m × 4.30 m adjacent to the feeding area.
The video recording system and the calibration process
Since the barn ceiling height was not adequate to obtain a broad coverage of the barn floor from above, a wide-angle camera was required. Therefore, the camera model chosen in this study was Vivotek FD7131 designed for indoor surveillance. It is a wideangle network camera having a maximum resolution of 640 × 480 dpi and up to 30 fps image-capture capability. The maximum horizontal angle of view provided by the technical specifications is 105.1°, whereas the maximum vertical one is 77.4°.
The images acquired from the chosen camera model were subject to an image calibration process aiming at removing lens radial distortion, which is the source of the 'fish-eye' or 'barrel' effect, and lens tangential distortion, produced by manufacturing defects resulting from lens which are not exactly parallel to the plane of the scene. In this study, the calibration was performed by applying the calibration matrix obtained by using images of a known object point array, i.e., a black and white checkerboard pattern [Zhang 2000] .
The image calibration process applied to camera acquisitions produced a decrease of the view angles of about 31%. Therefore, the final horizontal view angle was about 72.5°and the vertical one about 53.4°.
The video recordings were carried out by using a desktop personal computer connected to the camera local network. The acquisition frame rate of the camera was set to 1 fps and video recordings were acquired by using a specific software supplied with the chosen camera model. Furthermore, an external hard disk was connected to the system to be fully employed for data transport. An ADSL connection allowed the remote control of the video-camera recordings through the Internet.
The detection model
The training phase
The Viola-Jones detector algorithm requires a training phase where positive and negative image samples must be provided as input. Positive and negative image samples are constituted by rectangular image sub-windows of the frames. A positive image shows the target objects to be detected, whereas a negative image does not contain such target object. Positive images should have the same aspect ratio r, i.e., the same ratio of the width to the height. Negative images must not have smaller dimensions than those of the largest selected positive images. For face detection, a good proportion between the number of selected positive images and the negative one is equal to 1:2.
In this study the selection of positive and negative image samples was carried out from the frames acquired by one of the six cameras placed above the feeding area. In detail, image samples were costituted of rectangular sub-windows of the frame which show feeding behaviour (positive image samples), or barn background (e.g., flooring of the feeding alley, feed bunk, and feeding barrier) (negative image samples).
To facilitate the selection of the image samples, a specific functionality was implemented in order to make it possible to easily extract parts of the frames from the video recordings. If required by the user, this functionality allows also the automatic rotation of the selected positive images. The compiler Visual C++ 2008 express was used, which is an integrated environment of software programming free distributed by Microsoft, allowing for the development of applications written in C++ language and the use of all the graphical components of the operating system.
The frames used to extract positive and negative image samples were selected from video recordings of two different days, characterized by different brightness conditions, i.e., a sunny day and a cloudy one of the experimental trial carried out during December 2010. This choice was made with the aim to train the classifier in different brightness conditions inside the barn. Though the camera was provided with a built-in white-light illuminator that has been activated when the environment lacked a sufficient light source, the sequence of the frames acquired during the late afternoons and the nights were not of good quality for the purpose of the present study and, thus, were discarded. Therefore, for the behaviour to be analyzed the frames used to extract the image samples were selected within the time interval between 7:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. for each day considered. In detail, the sampling was systematically extracted by selecting 6 frames within one hour of trial to obtain a total of 54 frames for each day considered.
For each of the two days considered, about 3-4 positive images were extracted from the selected frames. Therefore, a total number of 352 positive images contained the shape of the body of the cow obtained from the plan view of the monitored area. The value of the aspect ratio r of positive images was 2:1 with image widths between 180 pixels and 288 pixels, and image heights between 90 pixels and 144 pixels. These pixel ranges derived from the dimensions of the positive images that were affected by animal positions at the feeding barrier. For instance, if animals were perpendicular to the feeding barrier the minimum value of the image height was found.
A total amount of 134 negative images were obtained from the selected frames. The width of the negative images ranged between 338 pixels and 640 pixels, whereas height ranged between 220 pixels and 480 pixels.
An extended version of the Viola-Jones detector algorithm contained in the OpenCV library was used. In such a version of the algorithm the face-detection technique was later extended by Lienhart and Maydt [2002] to use diagonal features.
The training of the Viola-Jones algorithm requires the input of the number of the stages that will be constructed by using the AdaBoost algorithm [Freund and Schapire 1995] and the threshold values for false positive and true positive detection rates to be assigned in the same way for all the stages.
Each positive image must be resized in the same way for all the sample in order to calculate the related integral image. The algorithm computes the integral image also for each image sub-set of the negative images with the same dimensions of the resized positive images.
For each stage of the classifier, the algorithm applies the Haar-like features to each integral image computed for the whole number of positive images and finds a small set of features giving a positive detection rate greater than the previously assigned threshold value. Afterwards, the algorithm applies such a set of features to the integral images of the negative sub-windows to verify that the false positive rate is lower than the assigned threshold value.
The final aim of the training is to dramatically reduce the global false positive rate of the cascade yet preserving a high number of true positives, i.e., achieving a high value of the global detection rate [Viola 2004 ].
Following the above mentioned procedure, in this study 25 stages were input and, for each of them, the thresholds for false positive and true positive detection rates were fixed at 0.50 and 0.997, respectively. Furthermore, each positive image was resized to 30 × 15 pixels. These dimensions were chosen to limit the number of the Haar-like features to be used that increases along with the image dimensions. The higher the number of features, the higher the time required for the training of the algorithm as well as for the detection of the feeding behaviour during the algorithm execution. As an example, Viola and Jones [2001; 2004] used positive images resized to 24 × 24 pixels, involving the use of 261,600 features. Among them 6,061 were used by the classifier for detecting the human face.
The testing phase
The aim of this phase was to test the detection model for a large dataset, yet without making use of operator visual recognitions to validate the detection results.
The testing was carried out by using test images coming from the video recordings of the same camera used for the training. Starting from 150 positive images that were not used for the training, a new set of images to be tested was obtained by overlapping each positive image on a set of negative images (Fig. 1) . This last was constituted by four background images captured when cows were away from the feeding area, i.e., during the milking of the morning, before and after the cleaning of the feeding alley, and before the milking of the afternoon. This choice made it possible to test the classifier in different background conditions determined by the brightness of the breeding environment and the quantities of slurry accumulation on the feeding alley. By means of a software developed for carrying out this testing phase, the position of each positive image within the negative one was determined randomly (Fig. 1) , and stored in a database. The obtained images were then altered by applying a group of image processing operations, i.e., smoothing (blur, median, Gaussian), erosion and dilation. By using this procedure, a total of 3,600 test images were obtained. Among them 618 were excluded because 103 positive images were overlapped by the negative ones in unfeasible positions, i.e., in front of the pillar or between two posts of the feed barrier.
The algorithm searched the cow images within each test image and assigned the value 1 (hit) to the tested image if the cow was detected in the right position, i.e., present at the feed barrier, otherwise assigned the value 0 (missed). For each test image, the algorithm counted the hit cows and the missed ones. The hit rate (HR) was defined as the ratio between the total number of hit cows and the total number of test images, whereas the miss rate (MR) was computed as the ratio between the total number of missed cows and the total number of test images. The number of false positives contained in each tested image was computed by counting the number of the regions of the frames incorrectly detected as feeding behaviour. The false positive rate (FPR) was obtained by computing the ratio between the total number of false positives and the total number of test images.
The validation of the detection model
The validation was carried out by the following accuracy assessment procedure. Within the time interval between 7:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. of one day different from those considered in the training and testing phases, a systematic sample of frames was selected. In detail, 2 frames per minute were extracted and then checked to eliminate those not significant for the accuracy assessment, i.e., consecutive frames showing no substantial differences of their contents. If the frames were taken consecutively from the video sequence to 1 fps, the values of the accuracy would have been higher, or lower, than those obtained using the adopted sampling method, because of the consecutiveness of frames too similar to each other. Therefore, a total amount of 715 frames were used for the accuracy assessment.
By a visual examination of the selected frames an operator labelled within the database the position of each cow present at the feed barrier, i.e., about the point of intersection between the withers-to-pinbone axis and the diameter of the heart girth.
The execution of the classifier produced for each selected frame a set of sub-windows surrounding each cow that accessed the feed bunk. The system should not detect cows staying along the feeding alley without accessing the feed barrier.
Finally, the output results of the classifier were compared to those produced by the operator.
Results and discussion
The setting of the minimum image dimensions (30 × 15 pixels) required the use of 150,250 extended Haar features to be applied to the 352 resized positive images and to the 4.8×10 7 negative sub-windows obtained from the 134 negative images. After the training of the classifier, 110 features were selected among those available and subdivided into 25 stages.
The global detection rate reached about 98.88% and the global false positive rate of 2.84×10 -4 %, i.e., 1 in every 3.5×10 5 negative sub-windows. The training time was 8 hours using an Intel® Core (TM) 2 Quad CPU Q6700.
The results of the training phase demonstrated that a restrained number of positive and negative images, i.e., 352 and 134 respectively, in comparison to those considered for human face detection, produced high values of the detection rate and low values of the false positive rate. Furthermore, the number of negative images required to perform the training was smaller than that of the positive ones. This result highlights that in this research the variability of the background was moderate compared to that found by Viola and Jones. Moreover, the training results revealed that though the presence of manure in the feeding alley caused the continuous changing of the background, these variations did not affect the quality of the classification.
The test and the validation of the classifier could be carried with a lower number of stages than those used during the training. This could improve the performance of the classifier in terms of speed of the detection process and number of false positives. The selection of the optimal number of the stages composing the classifier was based on the analysis of the Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve. This kind of curve relates the FPR with the HR obtained from a test carried out by varying the number of the stages from 1 to that fixed during the training phase. In this work the ROC curve of the classifier was obtained varying from 1 to 25 the number of the stages (Fig.  2) . The maximum value of the FPR, obtained for the classifier composed of one stage, was equal to 1.68% corresponding to an HR of 99.24%, whereas the minimum FPR value obtained for the classifier composed of 25 stages, was equal to 0.03% corresponding to an HR of 94.01%.
The reduction of the FPR of 1.65% implied also the reduction of HR and, as a consequence, an increase of the MR of 5.23%. Though the number of the false positives could be reduced by considering a number of geometrical constraints deriving from the layout of the barn as well as some characteristics of the observed behaviour (e.g., time spent for eating), an analogous result cannot be achieved for false negatives. Therefore, for the aim of this study 6 stages are considered suitable because they produced a low number of false positives of about 0.67%, yet maintaining a good HR of about 97.85%.
The testing of the classifier, carried out on the 2,982 test images, produced the following results: 2,918 hit, 64 missed, and 20 false positives. These results show that 1 false positive was detected about every 149 analyzed frames whereas 1 false negative about every 47 analyzed frames. The obtained classifier was used to detect the feeding behaviour within the 715 frames selected for the accuracy assessment of the classification results. The elapsed time for the processing of one frame was 80 msec using an Intel® Core (TM) 2 Quad CPU Q6700. This result demonstrates that the algorithm is suitable for real-time elaborations.
The visual recognition required about 8 hours of work by an operator. Afterwards, the information collected by the operator was compared with that produced by the execution of the algorithm. Cows present in the feeding area without eating were considered false positives, if detected from the classifier. The final results of this procedure were grouped according to the number of cows present in each analyzed frame, which ranged between 0 and 4. For each group of cows, Table 1 shows the total number of frames in which cows were detected without errors, i.e., showing the feeding behaviour in the right position, and those which contained one or two false negatives. The accuracy assessment revealed that among the 715 frames about 90.63% contained only true positives, whereas about 9.37% were affected by underestimation, i.e., contained also one or two false negatives. Among the 715 frames, only 21 false positives occurred (about 2.93 %).
By comparing these results with those obtained by the testing, it came out that the detection rate of the classification decreased by about 6%. This result was affected by the number of false negatives that was recorded for groups of two and three cows (Tab.1). In fact, the classifier missed some cows which were in close contact with each other during the feeding. A better performance of the classifier could be achieved by incrementing, during the training phase, the number of positive images.
Conclusions
Since the proposed methodology did not require any image pre-processing step for segmenting out the animal features in the video recordings, its application overcomes some difficulties that could occur when images of the observed animals are not in contrast with the background.
As the results of the training phase demonstrated that moderate quantities of positive and negative images can produce high values of the detection rate and low values of the false positive rate, the application of the proposed methodology would not lead to an excessive amount of time for the selection of the image samples.
During both the testing and the validation phases, the obtained classifier gave good classification results also when significant brightness and background variations occurred in the sequence of the analyzed images.
Finally, since the validation phase demonstrated that the real-time execution of the classifier is feasible, the application of the methodology would avoid the onerous activity of video-recording storage. 
SUMMARY
The objective of this study was to investigate the applicability of the Viola-Jones algorithm for continuous detection of the feeding behaviour of dairy cows housed in an open free-stall barn. A methodology was proposed in order to train, test and validate the classifier. A lower number of positive and negative images than those used by Viola and Jones were required during the training. The testing produced the following results: hit rate of about 97.85%, missed rate of about 2.15%, and false positive rate of about 0.67%. The validation was carried out by an accuracy assessment procedure which required the time-consuming work of an operator who labelled the true position of the cows within the barn and their behaviours. The accuracy assessment revealed that among the 715 frames about 90.63% contained only true positives, whereas about 9.37% were affected by underestimation, i.e., contained also one or two false negatives. False positives occurred only in 2.93% of the analyzed frames. Though a moderate mismatch between the testing and the validation performances was registered, the results obtained revealed the adequacy of the Viola-Jones algorithm for detecting the feeding behaviour of dairy cows housed in open free-stall barns.
This, in turn, opens up opportunities for an automatic analysis of cow behaviour.
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